Minutes for Committee Meeting on the 25th February 2010
Present: Tom, Mat, Alex, Andy, Rob, Jade, Hannah, Kim, Ben, Jel.
Apologies: Ash
Starts 6:15
Pizza Ordering has taken over the meeting.
 GNAS Membership:
Have emailed the AU and have had no response, so we assume that everything is ok.
We have 10 extra places (yay). Need to look into insurance now.
 IOM Transport:
£680 using the budget, charging £25 approximately per person.
It’s no more expensive than if we were taking cars.
 IOM and social t-shirts:
Ordering them on Saturday. We need money from people but we can do most of it already.
 N.Y committee:
Have a list of all members and will update as necessary.
The STUBBs initiation is a secret.
 BUCS Transport:
Archery is away from everything else. We can get a coach if we need one. Jel to ask the Union
about booking coaches.
Pizza takes over the meeting again. This time its about money.
 BUTTS Champs:
We have a bus and are meeting at 7:45 for the shoot. 6:30 meeting for the ball. Ash is to give
Tom a Lap dance.
 Laser Quest:
Arranged for Saturday 6th. We still need more people! Hannah is seeing tigers. Alex said go to a
zoo. And Paintballing is fun. But you cant strangle.
 Note:
Make sure everything is packed away after a session.
Tom is good with a whistle.
You are good at blowing – No
Hannah has been blowing and lubing her fingers.
Alex is slightly turned on.
Dont confuse the novices with the whistle.
 Club Kit:
Jade to pester person (Ben) as they are not responding to emails.

A.O.B.
- Are we nearly there yet? Not yet, but we are getting there.
- Where’s the pizza?
- Jungle smells.
- Ash and Jungle are Facebook official.
- We want to have Stubbs = Stubbs 1, Brim = Stubbs 2 and Alex = Stubbs 3.
- Kim to say please.
Sessions:
2nd – Jade
3rd – Mat
6th – Jel
7th – Cancelled
9th – Tom
10th – Rob
13th – Cancelled
14th – Andy
Mat = Wednesday
Next meeting is in 2 weeks.
Meeting ends at 6:45.

